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I. INTRODUCTION

In a mobile-cloud database environment, a user issues queries from a mobile device to obtain data from either the cloud database system or a cache on the mobile device. Fig. 1 shows the process flow of query processing in the mobile-cloud database system that we have developed [1]. In this architecture, the mobile device is for the user to access the database and input queries, the data owner is a server on site which contains private data, and the cloud providers own the cloud database system. Executing a query incurs three different costs: the monetary cost of query execution on the cloud, the overall query execution time, and the energy consumption on the mobile device where the query might be executed. These three costs constitute the multi-objectives that the query optimizer needs to minimize in order to choose the optimal query execution plan (QEP). Different QEPs are available due to the elasticity of the cloud which considers multiple nodes with different specifications. Meanwhile, different users have different preferences for choosing a suitable QEP for their purposes. In an application scenario where many queries are executed per day, organizations try to minimize the monetary cost spent for query execution to fit their budget. They also want to minimize query execution time to meet customers’ query response time requirements and to optimize employees’ working time. Furthermore, users also want to minimize energy consumption on their mobile devices where queries might be executed [10]. This optimization process is a stretch of contradicting propositions, especially when considering different cloud pricing models.
Thus, selecting a QEP of Skyline queries from the users’ perspective becomes an issue. Due to the multi-objective scenario of the mobile-cloud database environment, the number of QEPs generated for the user to choose from in a Pareto Set based on Skyline queries will be very large and difficult to choose from efficiently.

There exist algorithms that have been proposed to answer Skyline queries [14][15][16][17]. Also, some extensive studies have made assumptions about the users’ purposes without explicit interaction [3][5][7][12]. There are some studies that have proposed to use users’ feedback as a parameter to guide the Skyline QEP selection [4][6][8][13][18]. However, none of these works aims at improving the time consumption and accuracy of the users to make such decisions. We have developed the Normalized Weighted Sum Model Algorithm (NWSA) which allows the user to make a decision for the QEP based on all objectives under a declarative preset guidance [1]. In this paper, we present a model in which the administrators [19] (or super users) customize the guidance for their system users by presetting the profiles of the objective preferences (Weight Profiles), allowing the users to efficiently process queries by choosing from a set of preset Weight Profiles.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a summary of the NWSA algorithm; Section 3 presents the interaction model based on the NWSA algorithm; Section 4 gives an example and comparison of typical user interfaces that users will encounter under different interaction models; and Section 5 presents a user study to show the benefits of the preset Weight Profiles for the users.

II. NORMALIZED WEIGHTED SUM MODEL ALGORITHM

The Weighted Sum Model (WSM) is an existing optimization strategy which incorporates multiple objectives into its decision. Using a single number called score for each alternative, which includes all objectives, an alternative is rated and can be compared to other alternatives. The score aggregates the different objectives, stressed by individual weights on each objective. Ordering the alternatives by their scores allows the model to choose the best alternative: maximum score for utility functions and minimum score for cost functions. One problem of the WSM is the addition of multiple dimensions or units. To use the WSM in the context of different dimensions and unit objectives, we developed the Normalized Weighted Sum Model Algorithm (NWSA) [1], which uses the WSM as a basis but makes major changes to cover the weaknesses so that this problem can be resolved by normalizing the different parameters [20]. This normalization can be done in relation to a user-defined maximum of acceptance of each objective. The resulting values represent the fraction towards this maximum and do not contain a unit which makes them addable to each other. Additionally, the normalization to a user-defined maximum of parameters adapts another strategy called user-based decision [9]. Another advantage of this user-defined maximum of acceptance of each objective can be seen in the later implementation of the algorithm. Alternatives which violate those regulations can be taken out of consideration to keep the defined conditions.

The second adjustment is made for the weights. To include environmental factors, the used weight is composed of a user-defined weight and an automatically generated environmental weight. Environmental factors are, for example, the current battery status, an ongoing charging process or factors describing the currently used cloud. The environmental weight adjusts the user weight if, for example, a mobile device is being charged and energy consumption is obsolete, or a query is run overnight and execution time should be assigned a minor importance factor.

In conclusion, the Modified Weighted Sum Model Scoring Function can be expressed as in (1).

\[ A_i^{WSM-score} = \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j \frac{a_{ij}}{m_j} \]

(1) Modified Weighted Sum Model Scoring Function

\[ a_{ij} \] is the value of alternative i (the i-th QEP) for objective j, \( n \) is the number of objectives, \( m_j \) is the user-defined acceptable maximum value for objective j, and \( w_j \) the normalized composite weight of the user-defined weight and the environmental weight for objective j defined in (2).

\[ w_j = \frac{u w_j * e w_j}{\sum (u w * e w)} \]

(2) Composite Normalized Weight Factor

Equation (2) shows the computation of the composite weight where \( u w_j \) and \( e w_j \) describe the user-defined weight and the environmental weight for objective j, respectively. Since the different objectives are representative of different costs, the algorithm chooses the alternative with the lowest score to minimize costs as shown in (3).

\[ A_i^{WSM-score} = \min_i \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j \frac{a_{ij}}{m_j} \]

(3) Modified Weighted Sum Model Scoring Function: Optimal Alternative

III. INTERACTION MODEL WITH NORMALIZED WEIGHTED SUM ALGORITHM

Fig. 2 shows the user-interaction models for Skyline queries (a) and NWSA (b), respectively. Both algorithms start with the query as their input. NWSA additionally requires the weight profiles to stress the objectives but eliminates the step of a user decision based on the results of the algorithm. This user decision is needed in the Skyline approach, since the selection of a single alternative has to be done manually if
taking the user’s preferences into account, which pauses the query processing. In the NWSA approach, this decision is made by the algorithm and does not require any interruptions or waiting for additional inputs. The final user decision on an alternative from the result of the Skyline query remains very complex. Research on the size of a Pareto Set already estimated its size to be $\Theta((\ln n)^{d-1} / (d-1)!)$ for $n$ data objects and $d$ objectives, assuming attribute independence [2].

To eliminate the disadvantage NWSA has in comparison to the Skyline query approach in that user preferences have to be known prior to execution, we propose to separate users into two groups: users that make the decision on weights (super users) and users that invoke the execution of a query (users). These preferences of weights are called Weight Profiles. A Weight Profile contains a set of weights that reflect preferences toward the multiple costs. Each Weight Profile with a different cost emphasis is associated with a label, which is an application-based logical description which uses natural language rather than numbers to describe the multiple weights. Several Weight Profiles are set up by the super user before the queries are submitted by the users. There are two aspects of this approach that benefit the users. First, the users do not have to be aware of the details of the Weight Profiles and can select Weight Profiles from their labels. This minimizes the decisions the users have to make. Second, due to how Weight Profiles are created, there will be fewer Weight Profiles than there would be QEPs in Skyline queries selection. Fewer options to pick between makes it easier for the user to quickly make the decision correctly for them. Making the options declarative reduces the possibility of inaccurate selection and fewer options helps the user make faster decisions. This abstraction to a simpler user interaction reduces the complexity of the user’s decision on a weight profile.

IV. SUPER USER AND USER INTERFACE
A. Example of Super User Interface

As mentioned above, to include a super user in the user interaction and making the decision simpler for users is an advantage, but still leaves the super users with their decision to set weights and label each weight with a description.

The super user interface we developed has the purpose of giving an easy tool to super users to set accurate Weight Profiles based on their application requirements for the users. The main feature of this interface is the graphical representation of all possible Weight Profiles in an interactive parallel plot [9]. The super users select a suitable subset from all the possible Weight Profiles and label each Weight Profile with a logical description. By doing this, the users are only required to select from a small number of labels, with each label representing a suitable QEP preset by the super users. Thus it is less likely for them to make a wrong choice on selecting the QEP. Parallel plots are used to show connections between high-dimensional objectives: a point of an $n$-dimensional space is represented by $n$ vertices on $n$ parallel dimensions which are connected by a polyline. The position of a vertex in any dimension corresponds to the coordinate of this point in this dimension.

Fig. 3 shows such a parallel plot with each line representing a Weight Profile (weights on monetary cost, execution time, and energy consumption in axes 2, 4, and 6) and its corresponding cost (axes 1, 3, and 5). The three different costs are calculated based on the historical average cost of a query using this specific Weight Profile to execute. Estimating a QEP is out of scope of this paper, while it is an important perspective in our project. The rectangle on the third axis shows there is a slider on cost axis and this slider applies to each axis. The super users are able to click a line to set the Weight Profile and attach a label to it, as well as use the sliders to set different cost constraints on according cost columns to filter out the QEP whose estimation costs exceed the constraints. For example, the super users can easily use the slider to set the maximum monetary cost according to their operation budget. When each constraint is set, the unavailable lines are filtered and vanish in the interface to indicate that these weights are not suitable for the given query constraints.
If the extreme constraints are chosen, it is possible that all the lines vanish which means there are no available weights for the query constraints. The remaining lines represent different profiles which can be saved and attached to a logical description for users to view when selecting Weight Profiles. An example of a Weight Profile would be 0.8 weight on monetary cost, 0.1 weight on execution time, and 0.1 weight on energy with its corresponding costs of $40000, 8100 s, and 220000 mAh. Assuming one million queries, the corresponding average costs per query are $0.04, 0.0081 s, and 0.22 mAh when using these weights. If such costs are accepted by the super user, these weights can be saved and labeled with a description of “runs relatively slow but saves money and energy” which indicates that the query optimizer should choose the QEP with a lower monetary and energy cost. In addition, our study shows that it takes less time for an ordinary person to make decision with the help of the logical descriptions when there are more alternatives.

B. Example of User Interface

In order to show user make selection among presetting of the logical descriptions of the Weight Profiles compare to make selection among Skyline queries, we demonstrate two common interface for users.

Fig. 4 shows an example of an user interface used by a medical doctor where the Skyline queries approach is implemented. From Fig 4, we can see that the top part provides different query options for a doctor to select based on his/her purposes. The information that a doctor would like to obtain is displayed after the query has been answered, and the doctor is presented an option to choose how he/she would like to get the information. Notice that, without the Weight Profiles and the logical descriptions, the user has to make a choice from a large number of options produced by the Skyline queries approach. Thus, this choice can easily be wrong and takes a significant amount of time.
Fig. 5 shows a similar interface but with the presets made by the super user. The doctor is only required to choose from a few options and requires no knowledge of weights or the cost of how the data is queried. Only the description of each Weight Profile is visible for the user to select based on his/her preferences. This saves time and energy in the user’s decision-making process and reduces the chance for the doctor to make a wrong decision in QEP selection. NWSA has more overhead cost than Skyline, but that is compensated for by the time saved in the decision-making process. For example, if a doctor is working in the Emergency Room, the doctor selects the Weight Profile with the logical description “Fastest response time at any time and energy cost” in which the query is answered as soon as possible regardless of the monetary cost or how much energy the query will cost the devices. If the doctor is working on his/her medical research and needs a patient’s data, the doctor may choose the Weight Profile with the logical description “Saves money and energy, but takes longer time” to retrieve the data slower but with a lower monetary cost in order to save money. As long as there is a super user that created all the preferences prior to the query execution, and these preferences are declarative to the user, this will significantly simplify the query processing interaction with the users.

V. USER STUDY

A preliminary user study was conducted in order to evaluate the difference between the user decision on a single QEP in the Skyline model and the weight profile selection process needed by the NWSA. There were three approaches that were compared: Skyline query selection, the selection of the weights for each objective in NWSA, and the selection of Weight Profiles described in natural language. The user study measured the accuracy of user decisions and the time necessary for the user to make their decision.

A. Study Model

The participants of the study, volunteers with and without a background in computer science, were given three sets of questions representing the decision a user has to make in the three different approaches. The Skyline questions represent the selection of an alternative based on the given Pareto-Set in the Skyline approach (an example is shown in Fig. 6), the numerical Weight Profile questions represent the selection of weights for each objective in NWSA (an example is shown in Fig. 7), and the descriptive Weight Profile questions represent the selection of Weight Profiles set by the super user (an example is shown in Fig. 8).

The study is an equivalent multi-objective question such that no specific knowledge or excessive introduction to the field was necessary. In each question, users are asked to select

![Figure 5. User Interface for Weight Profiles with Logical Descriptions](image1)

![Figure 6. Example of User Study questions representing the Skyline approach for 5 Options.](image2)
one alternative to buy a TV based on the given alternatives. In this transposition, a TV is equivalent to a QEP, the monetary cost to purchase a TV is equivalent to the monetary execution cost, the delivery time is equivalent to the execution time, and the vendor reputation is equivalent to the energy consumption. With each question in a set, users are presented with 3, 5, 7, and 9 options to choose from.

For the results, the two variables looked at for each question were the length of time taken to answer the question and the accuracy of the response. These results were analyzed in two groupings: by the type of options (Skyline, Weight Profiles, and Weight Profiles with logical descriptions), and by the number of options (3, 5, 7, and 9). For each user, the average time each user took on the questions within each group of questions was gathered, and the percent of questions each user responded to correctly within each group of questions was gathered. Then the results will be compared using statistical analysis in order to gain information about the reliability of the results.

B. Study Results

The number of participants from which results were gathered was 36. For the analysis of the data gathered, two-sample t-tests were used to compare the different groups of data. The t-test is a statistical hypothesis test in which the test statistic follows a Student's t-distribution under the null hypothesis [21]. The hypothesis being tested is if the true difference in the means of the two groups is zero, with the alternate hypothesis being that the difference is non-zero. A variance test was used to find whether or not a standard two sample t-test or a Welch two sample t-test was used to compare the two groups, with the former being used if the variances are plausibly equal.

Fig 9. shows the average time and accuracy for users for the questions separated by type of options, and Fig. 10 shows the same when separated by the number of options. Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 show the p-values gathered by comparing the results used to produce the averages in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10.

In Fig. 11, we see that Skyline and Logical Descriptions are the two question types that are most likely to have true means that equal zero for time, with a p-value of 0.7071.
Weight Profiles and Skyline have a p-value equaling 0.1843 for time, while Weight Profiles and Logical Descriptions have a p-value of 0.06962 for time. While neither of these p-values are below 0.05, which means we cannot discard the hypothesis that the true means of the groups being compared are equal, the low value of the p-values implies that the Skyline and Logical Description results have a lower likelihood of having equal true means to the Weight Profile results.

For the accuracy of users for the question types, the distinction between the groups is more pronounced in the p-values. The t-test for Skyline and Weight Profiles has a p-value of 0.3792, which is greater than 0.05, but Logical Description has a p-value of 0.04109 and 0.004871 when compared to Skyline and Logical Descriptions respectively. Both of the p-values are below 0.05, which means that the hypothesis of the true difference in means being equal to zero can be rejected for the accuracy of responses to the Logical Description questions and other questions. From Fig. 9, we know that the Logical Descriptions were responded to more accurately than the other types of questions, even if not by a large amount.

The data gathered from the results of the users separated by the number of options given to them, as seen in Fig. 10, shows a clear pattern in accuracy, and has a similar result in time although certain parts are suspect.

For accuracy, the mean accuracy for the number of options decreases with more options, with a sharp drop in accuracy for the questions that present nine options to the users. The pattern of the p-values is logical, since the comparisons are done between the three option questions and the other numbers, and not between all the groups. The p-value decreases as the number of options being compared with three options increases, although the p-value for three options and nine options is the only p-value for accuracy that is below 0.05 where the hypothesis that the true difference in means being equal zero can be rejected.

For time, the results are less conclusive. The mean time for seven options is less than the mean time for five options, as well as having a higher p-value when compared to three options. In addition, the p-value for three options and nine options for time is not below 0.05 although it is close, meaning that the hypothesis of the true difference in means being equal to zero cannot be rejected. However, the low p-value does imply a lower likelihood of the populations being equal.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

This paper presented an algorithm, NWSA, and a user-interaction model that enable user interaction in database query processing with multiple cost objectives. This model was compared with the existing user interaction model of the Skyline approach. Additionally, this paper showed an interface to allow super users to construct and analyze Weight Profiles needed for users, and an interface to allow users to select a QEP based on the logical description labels of the Weight Profiles. The comparison shows that the user interaction of deciding on a Pareto optimal QEP, which is necessary while using the Skyline approach, can be eliminated by using NWSA.

The results of the user study presented imply that the weight selection for the NWSA approach results in users taking more time to choose the option they believe is correct, while the Skyline and Weight Profiles with logical descriptions are more likely to be the same in the amount of time they take. In terms of accuracy, the logical description seems to result in the users answering more accurately, although the average accuracies show that this higher accuracy is not a significant improvement over the other categories, especially given the low number of participants. The comparison between the number of options shows that from three to nine options, the time noticeably increases and the accuracy noticeably decreases for the users’ responses.

This survey is meant to show whether or not the Weight Profiles and Weight Profiles with logical descriptions would be an improvement over the Skyline approach, and the results seem to support that. While the Skyline results for time and accuracy are not much worse than the Weight Profiles with logical descriptions, the number of options shows that more options lead to more time taken and less accurate responses. The implementation of Weight Profiles is meant to create a smaller list of options for the user to pick from, and so the list of Weight Profiles will have fewer options than the Skyline approach. The fewer options, as supported by the results of the survey, has a high probability of resulting in more accurate and quicker choices by the users in order to fit their
preferences. In addition, the logical descriptions are useful for the Weight Profiles, as the logical descriptions took less time for users to answer than the Weight Profiles without logical descriptions, and were marginally more accurate as well.

Despite these results, the survey is preliminary and has some limitations that will need to be addressed in the future. The first issue is that of the ordering of the questions. The sections for the types of questions were randomized in order to prevent bias in the results from a specific ordering of the questions, but no such method was done for the number of questions. It is possible that users could have become more accustomed to answering the questions within each section, resulting in the questions with more options taking less time than they would have otherwise. In addition, the accuracy for all the groups recorded above is below 50 percent. This implies that there may be a problem with the survey resulting in users having difficulty answering questions correctly. If this is the case, future iterations of this survey will need to look closely at both the explanations and the options to ensure that the users are able to sufficiently find the right answer with the information provided. To obtain higher confidence results, a higher number of survey participants will also be needed.
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